Learning Delivery
Delivering Learning with Excellence at Scale

- Content & Curriculum
- Learning Administration
- Learning Delivery
- Strategic Sourcing
- Learning Technology
At NIIT, we have transformed training delivery for the world’s leading companies. Our scalable and efficient learning delivery service targets key challenges head on:

**SCALABILITY AND REACH**
The need to deliver training when and where it is required puts classroom training on the back foot.

NIIT has a scalable team of over 2,500 trainers to meet the needs of our customers in over 40 countries around the world. We utilize a variety of learning delivery modes into practice so that we can optimize training your time and costs. Our experienced team of trainers delivers over 150,000 training days annually.

**TRAINER UTILIZATION**
L&D organizations have armies of trainers who are not fully utilized for their expertise. Upskilling and providing a career growth path for them is also a deeper talent management challenge.

NIIT builds a dedicated team of trainers who are available to you for your training needs. We ensure that these trainers are fully utilized, and we take on all the heavy lifting for their upskilling and growth. Our comprehensive learning delivery solution includes governance, process, resource management, innovation and technology improvements to free you from having to justify an internal training overhead.

**FIXED COSTS**
Justifying direct fixed costs is an annual battle that costs productive time and energy.

NIIT builds flexible capacity with you with a scalable and dedicated team of trainers and moves your fixed costs to variable through a pay per use model. We re-factor roles, extend cross-skilling and create a flexible capacity with global scalability to further optimize costs.
2500 Instructors
Our worldwide network of over 2,500 instructors and a best-in-class partner network help us provide unmatched global scale with regional flexibility.

40 Countries
We provide a comprehensive global delivery model from classroom based training to virtual instructor led training. Our wide-range of services includes certification and multilingual support in 15 languages.

Wherever in the world you may be, chances are, an NIIT Trainer is not far away.

4.6 Feedback
Our average trainer feedback is 4.6 on 5.0.

150,000 Days
With over 150,000 days of training delivered annually, we refactor roles and extend cross-skilling to enhance utilization and create a flexible capacity at reduced costs without compromising on quality.
NIIT delivers a majority of co-provider training days for Hitachi Vantara with a consistent customer satisfaction score of 5 on 5 with an association that spans over 15 years. 100% trainer utilization and an effective training delivery model have ensured high margins, greater product adoption, and expanded skills for customers, employees and partners. Delivery modes include instructor led and virtual instructor led public classes and private, customizable onsite classes, which cover a wide range of technical training topics including Hitachi Vantara hardware and software, servers, switches, operating systems, and project management.

CA Technologies has partnered with NIIT for over 20 years. NIIT delivers high-end enterprise management and security training for CA. The award-winning CA Mainframe Academy is a 7 week immersion program designed by mainframe professionals for mainframe customers to help them become Certified Mainframe Professionals. The efficient and effective blended learning program combines ILT, VILT, WBT, blogs, and forums to deliver an award-winning real-world and project-based curriculum.
CORE DELIVERY SERVICES

- Delivery Quality Management
- Facilities Provisioning
- Facilities Partner Management
- Instructor Provisioning
- Schedule Management
- Material Management
- Instructor Management
Learning Delivery Transformation

Unmanaged Quality → Governance and accountability through process, resource, technology management → High Cost → Refactored Roles, Adoption Of New Delivery Modes, Fixed To Variable Costs

Low Utilization of Staff & Facilities → Enhanced Utilization and Extended Cross-skilling → Low Scalability → Flexible Capacity And Global Talent Hubs
NIIT’s greatest strength is to focus on partnering with our clients to drive value in a rapidly evolving market.

- Global scale and expansive capability
- Dedicated and tailored to customer needs
- Comprehensive, high quality service offering
- Dramatic reduction in costs
- Proven processes and methodologies
- Accelerated adoption of new delivery modes
- Technology-driven innovation
- Optimized delivery management overheads